ANNE DUCROS

BIOGRAPHY

Native of the Pas de Calais, France, Anne Ducros began her classic training (musical and
vocal) within the conservatoire of Boulogne Sur mer with Lyne Durian. Then at the same
time she is studying law at the University of Lille, she completes and refines her vocal
mastery thanks to the education of Yuri Anoff and Maddy Mespley. Afterward she has a
practice of baroque music within training course at the University and investigates
Couperin, Rameau or Bach’s music.
Introduced to the vocal jazz from 1986. She sets up her first quartet of jazz with which
she gains various international competitions (Price for better soloist and first vocaliste in
the festival of jazz of Dunkerque; First price of soloist and vocalist in the festival of jazz
of Vienne in 1989). This growing recognition will stimulates her of an inexhaustible will
to sing always more by accumulating concerts in France and specially by publishing her
first album of vocal jazz, "DON'T YOU TAKE A CHANCE" at JTB in 1989.
After this first recording was realized, she returns on the road by multiplying the tours,
the festivals (Nice, Montreaux, Nantes, Barcelone, Ismir, Montréal.) and the musical
meetings (Michel Petrucciani, Didier Lockwood, Michel Legrand, Ray Brown, Ted
Curson, Jacky Terrasson, Eric Lelann, Stefano Di Batista...).
This artistic fulfilment couples with an increasing educational investment. During years
1992-1993, she teaches the vocal jazz at the ARPEJ in Paris and since 1994 she is the
manager of Prelude, first school of vocal jazz in Paris. Besides her teacher's implication,
she animates clinics and master-classes all over the world (Aix, Le Havre, Chicago, Calvi,
Bruxelles.).
Surrounded with Gordon beck, Sal la Rocca, Bruno Castellucci and Didier Lockwood,
Anne Ducros records "PURPLE SONGS", published in 2001 by DREYFUS JAZZ. Further
this album, the singer is awarded by the Academy of the Jazz, and she receives the Price
Billie Holiday, in december 2001. This new award will not be the last one, because
there in April 2002, the "Django d'Or/ Victoires de la musique" awards her with the
price of the artist vocal of the year.
In 2003 her third album, “CLOSE YOUR EYES” (DREYFUS JAZZ) and once more she
wins the Vocal Artist of the year of the Victoires de la Musique Jazz awards. In this
album she’s surrounded by talented musicians, string orchestra, and prestigious special
guests such as the harmonicist Toots Thielemans and the star flute player Benoit
Fromanger. Joy, rhythmic flexibility and melody characterize this recording. With her hot
voice, Anne Ducros revisits some jazz standards and pop songs as Stevie Wonder’s
“Lately” or Beatles’s “Black Bird”. She also interprets with elegance some French Songs: “L’eau à
la bouche” of Serge Gainsbourg and “Clopin Clopan” of Pierre Dudan.

In September 2005 her forth album comes out by DREYFUS JAZZ: it marks the height of
her artistic career. The project called “PIANO, PIANO…” is based upon the meeting of
Anne’s wonderful voice and some of the greatest today’s piano players. She sings some
of the most beautiful jazz standards surrounded by prestigious piano players as Chick
Corea, , Jacky Terrasson, Enrico Pieranunzi and René Urtreger and her quintet (Benoit
de Mesmay, piano and Fender Rodes, Sal La Rocca, double bass, Karl Jannuska/Manhu
Roche, drums, Bob Franceschini, sax). This album is immediately a great public and
critic success.
After establishing momentum with her US debut, "PIANO, piano," and expanding her
audience remarkably with several concert apperances in New York City (including
Lincoln Center and an SRO performance at the 2007 IAJE conference), the gorgeous
French diva Anna Ducros is back with her new offering, "URBAN TRIBE" CD. The disc
unites her with major players on the NY scene - Ada Rovatti on Sax, Essiet Essiet on bass
and Bruce Cox on drums and also the one of the best french piano player Olivier
Hutman . Highlights include her bold intepretation of Beatles’ “Sexy Sadie,” and an
assortment of delicious standards and love songs such as “You and the Night and the
Music,” “Easy To Love” and the Otis Redding classic, “Dock of the Bay.”
In October 2010 she releases her hommage to the great Ella Fitzgerald : “ELLA…MY
DEAR” with the CdeV WIND ORCHESTRA under the direction of Philippe LANGLET, at
PLUS LOIN MUSIC distribution HARMONIA MUNDI

Anne Ducros evidently goes back to her roots with Ella… My Dear, a tribute to the great
Ella Fitzgerald, a powerful and inspiring influence since the beginning of her career to
the extent that the critics have nicknamed her "the white Ella".
With this 6th record, international vocal jazz French diva Anne Ducros revisits the most
representative and captivating repertoire of the American diva who brought vocal jazz to
a world-wide audience and who evidently influenced the development of Anne's artistic
and vocal talent.
This project originates from the unique collaboration with the harmony orchestra "Coups
de Vents Wind Orchestra" conducted by Philippe Langlet, an orchestra from Nord/Pas de
Calais, Anne's native region.
For Ella… My Dear Anne Ducros is magnificently accompanied by the 45 musicians of
"Coups de Vents Wind Orchestra", and her prestigious US rhythm section composed of
Essiet Okon Essiet on acoustic bass and Bruce Cox on drums, as well as French-Sicilian
virtuoso Jean-Pierre Como (co-founder of Sixun) on piano.
The whole repertoire is majestically arranged by Ivan Jullien, one of the most eminent
figures of the international scene.
A Master in his own right, he has written around more than 10000 arrangements for artists such
as Michel Legrand, Claude Nougaro, Henri Salvador, Charles Aznavour, Sacha Distel, Count
Basie Orchestra, Elton John, collaborated with Quincy Jones, and contributed to soundtracks of
Academy-Award-winning movies like Claude Lelouch's "Un Homme et une Femme".

Ella… My Dear features some of the most exquisite standards of vocal jazz, interpreted
by Anne Ducros with sincerity and the emotional involvement that defines her, backed
up by the strength and originality of this wind orchestra's sound: Bewitched, Dindi,
Laura, Save Your Love For Me, It Don't Mean A Thing, Stardust, Come Rain Come Shine,
Lullaby Of Birdland (a duet with French singer Dany Brillant).
Also worth mentioning are the 2 original medleys, perfectly fitting Anne's range.
The first one is a tribute to George Gershwin.
The second one, a special tribute to Ella as the initiator of "scat", gives Anne the
opportunity to explore her improvisation skills with great artistic demand.
The magic of Anne's timbre, her swing, imagination and perfect phrasing take again by
surprise experimented as well as unexperimented ears.
An original and glamorous project reconnecting jazz tradition to people at large, in the
spirit of Ella Fitzgerald's elegance.
In 2013 she presents her last cd project,”EITHER WAY” a very special and personal
version of Marilyn Monroe & Ella Fitzgerald’s repertoires, with her quintet, strings
orchestra and some prestigious guests. Releasead on NAÏVE – October 1st
August 29th 2013 ANNE was honored by the title of “CHEVALIER de l’ORDRE
NATIONAL du MERITE” (National Order of Merit) by french Minister of Culture,
Aurélie PHILIPPETTI.
In 2017 for her new recording project « Brother Brother » Anne Ducros wanted a big, blazing
sound and boy did she get it !
Magnificently arranged by Italian Maestro Giuseppe Emmanuele for a symphonic orchestra,
this record combines stunning classical musicians and jazz virtuosos from the greatest bigbands.
Anne once again brings her own style and voice to these carefully chosen songs with the
exquisite elegance she is known for. The repertoire includes iconic pop songs and great jazz
standards and in Ms Ducros' skilful hands the genres blend together seamlessly. A selection of
vocal music history is presented here honoring the icons of pop, soul and jazz music with
compositions from Sting, Stevie Wonder, Joe Cocker as well as songs made famous by great
french and american voices such as Juliette Gréco, Yves Montant and Etta James.
This album is an emotive plea for joy of life and brotherhood.
« Brother Brother » references Marvin Gaye's iconic tune« What's Going On? » and is Anne's
beautiful tribute to her own music-loving brother who passed away in 2016.
DISCOGRAPHY
- BROTHER BROTHER !
- EITHER WAY
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- URBAN TRIBE
- PIANO, piano
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Adlib Prod 2017
Naïve 2013
Plus Loin Music 2010
Dreyfus Jazz 2007
Dreyfus Jazz 2005
Dreyfus Jazz 2003
Dreyfus Jazz 2001

- DON'T YOU TAKE A CHANCE
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AWARDS
- PRIX BILLIE HOLLIDAY de L’ Académie du Jazz 2001

- DJANGO D’OR 2002

- VICTOIRES DE LA MUSIQUE 2002

- VICTOIRES DE LA MUSIQUE 2003

- TALENTS JAZZ ADAMI 2003

- DONNE DI SCENA - JAZZ - SYRACUSE, Italy – 2007

- IAJE NEW YORK USA - 2007 (JAZZ EDUCATION MASTER)

- GLOBE DE CRISTAL 2010 - nomination meilleure artiste féminine

-AUGUST 29th 2013 : CHEVALIER de l’Ordre NATIONAL du MERITE (National Order
of Merit) by the Minister of Culture, Aurélie PHILIPPETTI

ANNE DUCROS
INTERNATIONAL APPEARENCES
Some National ( France) and International Festivals & venues (in non particular order):
PARIS : Le BATACLAN, la CIGALE, l’OLYMPIA, le TRIANON,BOBINO…
VIENNE Jazz Festival / France
NICE Jazz Festival / France
PARIS Jazz Festival / France (Parc Floral)
SAMOIS / France - Festival Django Reinhardt
LA DÉFENSE Jazz Festival / France
PARIS/ France Esprit Jazz à St Germain
PARIS / France Le Trianon (Nuit des Musiciens autour de Biréli Lagrène)
NÎMES / France Printemps du Jazz
CAPBRETON / France - Festival des Rencontres de Capbreton
L'ISLE-ADAM / France - Jazz au Fil de l'Oise
CANNES / France - Les Victoires du Jazz
JVC Jazz Festival / PARIS
MONTREUX Jazz Festival - Suisse
MONTRÉAL Jazz Festival 2002 and 2007 - Canada
Festival Jazz International de Rimouski - RIMOUSKi / Canada
April Jazz Espoo - ESPOO / Finlande
Jazz à LIÈGE - Belgium
DUBAI International Jazz Festival ( UAE)
SHARJAH Jazz Festival (UAE)
LOULE Jazz Festival - Portugal
BRNO Jazz Fest - Czech Republic
ST. INGBERT Jazz Festival - Germany
Jazz Festival HILDESHEIM - Germany
Brass Group Jazz Time on Tour / SIRACUSE - Italy
BLUE NOTE / Milan - Italy
Fandango Jazz Festival - ROME/Italy
TERNI Jazz Festival - Terni/ Italy
VERONA Jazz Festival -Teatro Greco / Italy
MAKOR JAZZ CLUB - NEW YORK / USA
Trumpets Jazz Club - NEW JERSEY / USA
Ginza Jazz Festival , Nexus Hall - TOKYO / JAPAN
Motion Blue - YOKHOAMA / JAPAN
Moscow International House of Music- MOSCOW / RUSSIE
CAYENNE JAZZ Festival - GUYANNE
IAJE - NEW YORK / USA
Blue Note - NEW YORK / USA
Enzo's Jolly Jazz Club - NEW YORK / USA
Lincoln Jazz Center, Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola - Sing Into Spring Festival NEW YORK/ USA…

